
Interpersonal effectiveness worksheet

What is the theory behind this Interpersonal Effectiveness
Worksheet?

This worksheet is based on Dialectical Behavior Therapy (DBT) which is a combination of
Cognitive Behavioral Therapy and Zen Buddhism. It helps clients cope with their issues by
learning key skills through four modules: mindfulness, emotion regulation, effective
communication and distress tolerance.

Interpersonal effectiveness is one of the modules that deals with effective communication and is
‘designed to help you get what you need from your relationships while being respectful to
yourself and others.’

How will the worksheet help?

The worksheet will help clients practice one aspect of interpersonal effectiveness i.e. Objective
effectiveness which is focused on how to communicate with others in a way that gets you what
you want. The worksheet can also help them identify which parts they need to improve. Those
areas can then be addressed in therapy.

How to use the worksheet?

This worksheet is to be used as practice after the purpose, usage and practical application of
‘DEAR MAN’ has been clearly discussed in session. It can be used for clients who need
communication training to resolve interpersonal issues that could be contributing to their poor
mental health.
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Interpersonal effectiveness worksheet
‘DEAR MAN’ is a technique designed to help you get your point across in a conversation in a way that
does not leave a negative impact on your relationship with the listener. Recall what you have learned
in therapy and write responses corresponding to either a real or imagined scenario.

Practice a script for making a request

D
Describe

Describe the situation
by stating only facts

and avoiding any
judgements

E
Express

Be open and honest
about how you feel
using ‘I’ statements

instead of blame
games

A
Assert

Be clear and direct
about what you need

R
Reinforce

Highlight the outcomes
of your request or

rejection

Remember to
M: Stay Mindful Be mindful of what you want to achieve out of this conversation. Do not let the other

person’s responses distract you from your goal

A: Appear Confident Your tone and body language should exude confidence. Stand tall and make eye contact.

N: Negotiate Remain open to flexibility as well. Focus on your goals but also allow room for adaptability

and alternate solutions

❖ Which part is the hardest for me? What can I do to be better at it?
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You can find more wellness and mental health worksheets here.
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